
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of delivery excellence. To join our growing team, please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for delivery excellence

Review impacts to project timelines and deadlines related to resource
allocations data
This position makes decisions concerning gathering and formatting of
content for major presentations, identifying effective systems for capturing
and tracking of data
Manage selected account and customer escalations
Support sales and project delivery as a subject matter expert, driving delivery
standardization through capabilities and IP assets across the Region
Develop and grow a competitive, high-quality team of analytics consultants
within specific practice domain, leading region-wide mentoring and talent
and career development initiatives for the practice
Partner with the Region Practice Director and other GEO Practice Directors
to execute our mission to drive revenue through a business outcome led,
technology enabled strategy within a given practice domain
Support sales and project delivery as a subject matter expert, participating
actively in customer engagements
Serve as a player-coach and active contributor, providing oversight,
supporting project delivery in the local practice, and providing frequent, in-
lane coaching to practice consultants within the GEO
Personally engage as a contributor on key strategic engagements within the
local practice
Customize standard practice marketing materials as needed to suit local
client needs
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Provide a governance structure
Manage tasks and responsibilities associated with the planning, directing,
coordination, and support of specific projects/initiatives that support the
overall strategic plan of the business
Strategic thinker with strong execution skills, experience analyzing,
reconciling, communicating, preparing, and managing financial reporting and
data
Excellent strategic planning & analysis skills – including
Ability, gravitas and charisma to form strong teamwork-based relationships
within the organization and with internal customers and external partners &
clients, can be convincing, compelling and inspirational
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering, Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering, or similar accredited Engineering degree


